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Polling 

Want to comment? Your input is important. OLAW welcomes questions and comments 
from viewers of this recording. OLAW will post the comments, questions, and answers on the
OLAW website. Please go to the OLAW Webinars and Podcasts page and click on the seminar
title for further information. 

Note: Each poll question is only open 30 seconds, is anonymous, 
voluntary, and only available for live webinar participants. Webinar 
participants may also expound or offer any additional comments 
questions or opinions through a chat box built into the GoToMeeting
Software, and so are not limited only to the choices presented.

OPEN POLL
(1) The first polling question asks: Which NIH action would MOST reduce burden on your 

PIs?

Is it:
 Encourage use of DMR for low risk activities and 3-year review (shortened: 

Encourage use of DMR for low risk, 3-year reviews)

 Clarify what is exempt from IACUC review

 Develop a universal protocol form

 Harmonize with VA and DoD

 Clarify use of non-pharmaceutical-grade substances

CLOSE POLL:

Let’s see which action by the NIH the audience thinks would most reduce burden on their 
PIs.

SHARE POLL

- An overwhelming majority selected_______

- The audience seem to favor _______________

- The decision is unanimous, the audience clearly thinks that ___________

- The response is clear cut and the audience has spoken.  

- Looks like there are split reactions to this question. About half selected __________ 
whereas the other half choose________

- The response appears to be evenly distributed between ___________ and __________

https://olaw.nih.gov/education/webinars-and-podcasts
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HIDE POLL

OPEN POLL

(2) The 2nd polling question asks: Which USDA action would MOST reduce burden on 
your PIs?

Is it:
 Encourage use of DMR for low-risk activities

 Clarify what is exempt from IACUC review

 Remove the requirement that IACUCs conduct continuing reviews not less 
than annually (shortened: Remove annual IACUC continuing review requirement)

 Harmonize with VA and DoD 

CLOSE POLL:

Let’s see which action by the USDA the audience thinks would most reduce burden on their 
PIs.

SHARE POLL:

- An overwhelming majority selected_______

- The audience seem to favor _______________

- The decision is unanimous, the audience clearly thinks that ___________

- The response is clear cut and the audience has spoken.  

- Looks like there are split reactions to this question. About half selected __________ 
whereas the other half choose________

- The response appears to be evenly distributed between ___________ and __________

HIDE POLL:
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OPEN POLL
(3) The 3rd polling question asks: Which NIH action would MOST reduce burden on your 

IACUC and animal program?

Is it:
 Annual reporting on same schedule with USDA

 Update grant-protocol congruence guidance

 Use of AAALAC program description elements in OLAW Assurance 
(shortened: Use of AAALAC PD elements in OLAW Assurance)

 Update guidance on reporting Guide departures to IO

 Support IACUC training on reducing burden

CLOSE POLL:

Let’s see which action by the NIH the audience thinks would most reduce burden on their 
IACUCs and animal programs.

SHARE POLL:

- An overwhelming majority selected_______

- The audience seem to favor _______________

- The decision is unanimous, the audience clearly thinks that ___________

- The response is clear cut and the audience has spoken.  

- Looks like there are split reactions to this question. About half selected __________ 
whereas the other half choose________

- The response appears to be evenly distributed between ___________ and __________

HIDE POLL:
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OPEN POLL
(4) The 4th polling question asks: Which USDA action would MOST reduce burden on your

IACUC and animal program?
Is it:

A. Guidance on conducting the semiannual review
B. Eliminate registration renewal 
C. Annual reporting on same schedule as OLAW
D. Review/update USDA policies that impact research facilities

CLOSE POLL:

Let’s see which action by the USDA the audience thinks would most reduce burden on their 
IACUCs and animal programs.

SHARE POLL:

- An overwhelming majority selected_______
- The audience seem to favor _______________
- The decision is unanimous, the audience clearly thinks that ___________
- The response is clear cut and the audience has spoken.  
- Looks like there are split reactions to this question. About half selected __________ 

whereas the other half choose________
- The response appears to be evenly distributed between ___________ and __________

HIDE POLL:
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OPEN POLL
(5) The 5th polling question asks: How often would you like to be updated on the Working 

Group's progress?
Is it:

 Weekly
 Monthly
 Quarterly
 Semiannually
 Annually

CLOSE POLL:

Let’s see how often the audience would like to be updated on the Working Group’s progress.

SHARE POLL:

- An overwhelming majority selected_______
- The audience seem to favor _______________
- The decision is unanimous, the audience clearly thinks that ___________
- The response is clear cut and the audience has spoken.  
- Looks like there are split reactions to this question. About half selected __________ 

whereas the other half choose________
- The response appears to be evenly distributed between ___________ and __________

HIDE POLL:
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OPEN POLL
(6) The 6th polling question asks: What is your preferred way to learn about updates to 

implementation of the 21st Century Cures Act?

Is it:
 Federal Registrar Notices and NIH Guide Notices
 News Flashes from the Working Group via social media
 Quarterly updates to a dedicated website
 Updates at regional and national meetings

CLOSE POLL:

Let’s see which how the audience would like to be updated about the Working Group’s 
progress. 

SHARE POLL:

- An overwhelming majority selected_______
- The audience seem to favor _______________
- The decision is unanimous, the audience clearly thinks that ___________
- The response is clear cut and the audience has spoken.  
- Looks like there are split reactions to this question. About half selected __________ 

whereas the other half choose________
- The response appears to be evenly distributed between ___________ and __________

HIDE POLL:


